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1. Introduction1
The aim of this paper is to contribute to the list of presupposition triggers by verifying that some deverbal nominals share the same
presuppositional value of their verbal bases. Since this is based on
semantics, the same is also true for nominals not derived from a verb,
but which actually provide the base for a denominal presuppositional
verb. In particular, we will focus our attention on nominal forms corresponding to two well-known kinds of presupposition triggers, namely
change of state predicates and factive predicates. Having verified that
such nominals actually are presupposition triggers, we will discuss the
hypotheses that ‘nominal’ factives and change of state predicates trigger a stronger presupposition than ‘verbal’ ones, and that such nominal
triggers, accordingly, have a stronger persuasive potential than the corresponding verbal triggers. In order to do that, we will present data from
a corpus of Italian political speeches and further examples taken from
the web.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce the
pragmatic notion of presupposition and in particular the triggers we
are targeting: change of state predicates and factives. We also discuss
the possibility of evaluating the strength of a presupposition and the
persuasive potential of presuppositions. In Section 3 we introduce the
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noun-verb continuum and the reasons why nominalized forms and nominal bases tend to keep the verb’s properties. In Section 4 we present the
data extracted from a section of the IMPAQTS corpus. In Section 5 we
compare nominal and verbal triggers to evaluate their presuppositional
strength. In Section 6 we draw some conclusions and in 7 we propose
further lines of research.
2. Change of state predicates and factives as presupposition triggers
2.1. Presupposition
According to Stalnaker (2002: 701), “to presuppose something is
to take it for granted, or at least to act as if one takes it for granted, as
background information – as common ground among the participants
in the conversation”. Specifically, ‘common ground’ is made by all the
notions that interlocutors treat ‘as if’ they were true for any pragmatic
or communicative reason, independently of whether they actually are.
Presuppositions are triggered by a variety of linguistic items, which
are lexical or syntactic in nature, such as definite descriptions (Frege
1892), change of state predicates (Sellars 1954; Karttunen 1973), factives (Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1970; Karttunen 1971), verbs of judgment
(Fillmore 1971), iteratives (Levinson 1983: 182), relative clause with a
definite head (Fox & Thompson 1990; Lombardi Vallauri 2009: 32-35)
and some adverbial clauses (e.g. temporal clauses, see Lombardi Vallauri
2000, 2009: 35-37). Considering this variety, presupposition triggers
really seem to be a ‘heterogeneous’ category (Sbisà 2007; Müller 2018).
Interestingly, this heterogeneity is substantiated by recent behavioral
and neurophysiological studies which showed that different triggers
correspond to different responses (Domaneschi et al. 2014; Masia et al.
2017; Domaneschi et al. 2018).
Many scholars (Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1970; Berruto 1977; Lombardi
Vallauri 2009; Saeed 2009) noticed that presupposition remains constant under negation, as the contents that it conveys are not ‘at issue’.
Thus, the negation test can be profitably used to check whether a given
utterance contains a presupposition. Consider the following example
(Russell 1905; Strawson 1964):
(1a)

The present King of France is bald.

In (1a), the speaker takes for granted / wants the hearer to take for
granted that a king of France exists, and he overtly says that the king is
bald. As shown in (1b), this presupposition resists negation; the speaker
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still takes for granted / wants the hearer to take for granted that a king
of France exists, while he denies the king’s baldness.
(1b) The present King of France is not bald.

However, the negation test does not appear to be always effective
(Wilson 1975; Sbisà 2007). For example, it is effective with factives,
iteratives, definite NPs, but it does not work so well with change of state
verbs (Sbisà 2007; cf. infra). Taking this consideration into account, new
tests have been proposed to verify the presence of a presupposition in a
given utterance (Chierchia & McConnell-Ginet 1990; Sbisà 2007). Such
tests are the transformation of the sentence into an interrogative clause
(1c) and the sentence insertion in an ‘if… then’ construction (1d).
(1c) Is the present King of France bald?
(1d) If the present King of France is bald, then he must use sunscreen before exposing his head to
the sun.

Nevertheless, even if these tests prove to be more reliable than
the traditional negation test, it is always possible to find a context able
to block the presupposition (Sbisà 2007). At the same time, it is a fact
that a logical implication never behaves as a presupposition in a negative context (Austin 1962; Sbisà 2007). Hence, following Sbisà (2007),
we can state that if a presupposition remains constant under one of the
proposed tests, even if it does not remain constant in all the possible
contexts, then there is a presupposition (and this criterion will be used
in this paper).
2.2. Change of state predicates
Predicates which express a change of state have long been acknowledged to presuppose that a state or process prior to that asserted by the
predicate itself is, or has been, the case (Sellars 1954; Karttunen 1973).
An example is provided below:
(2a)

Marco ha smesso di fumare.
‘Marco stopped smoking.’

In (2a), it is presupposed that Marco smoked. As shown in (2b-c),
the presupposed content resists the transformation into an interrogative
clause and the insertion in an ‘if… then’ construction.
(2b) Marco ha smesso di fumare?
‘Did Marco stop smoking?’
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(2c)

Se Marco ha smesso di fumare, (allora) ne guadagnerà in salute.
‘If Marco has stopped smoking, (then) his health will improve.’

2.3. Factives
Among the various presupposition triggers, factives represent a
rather unique situation. Notably, in the case of factives, presupposition
is triggered by the meaning of the predicate together with a given syntactic structure (Lombardi Vallauri 2009: 28). As pointed out by traditional works on the theme (Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1970; Karttunen 1971),
factive predicates presuppose the truth of their complement clauses.
For example, relying on the negation test, we can state that the
sentence in (3a) presupposes that Anna got the job, while the sentence
in (3b) does not. So, ignorare/be unaware is a factive predicate, while
sperare/hope is not.
(3a)

Gianni ignora che Anna abbia vinto il lavoro.
‘Gianni is unaware that Anna got the job.’
Gianni non ignora che Anna abbia vinto il lavoro.
‘Gianni is not unaware that Anna got the job.’

(3b) Gianni spera che Anna abbia vinto il lavoro.
‘Gianni hopes that Anna got the job.’
Gianni non spera che Anna abbia vinto il lavoro.
‘Gianni doesn’t hope that Anna got the job.’

Factive predicates essentially belong to three parts of speech
(Lombardi Vallauri 2009: 27): verb, as in (3a), adjective in predicative
function, as in (4), and noun in predicative function (generally abstract
nouns, as in (5)). In particular, in Italian, in order to act as a predicate,
adjectives and nouns require the presence of copula.
(4)

È strano che Luisa abbia comprato quel vestito.
‘It is strange that Luisa bought that dress.’

(5)

È un peccato che Marisa non abbia visto quel film.
‘It is a pity that Marisa hasn’t seen that movie.’

2.4 Presuppositionality strength
Eleanor Rosch’s proposal on prototypical categorization (1978;
Rosch & Mervis 1975) was a turning point also for linguistics. In the past
years, many scholars suggested that presupposition is not a binary category. Rather, at least for what concerns some triggers, it can be modu62
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lated (Dahl 1974; Talmy 1978; Givón 1987; Abusch 2002; Glanzberg
2005; Lombardi Vallauri 2009).
Following Simons (2001), Abusch (2002) considers change of state
predicates and factives as ‘soft’ triggers, as the presupposition they convey appears to be easily suspendable, as in (6a) and (6b).2
(6a)

John either stopped smoking, or started smoking. (change of state predicate)

(6b) Pavarotti: If I discover that Loren is now in New York, I’ll be angry. (factive)

In (6a), the presupposition that John smokes is suspended, as well
as in (6b), the presupposition that Loren is in New York. However, Sbisà
(2007) has pointed out that, for what concerns factives, as opposed to
change of state predicates, the presupposition they trigger is extremely
difficult to be blocked in negative contexts. Of course, one can always
imagine contexts in which the presupposition is suspended, but they
appear to be counterintuitive (Sbisà 2007).
Also, not all factives show the same degree of presuppositional
strength, depending on their semantics (cf. Lombardi Vallauri & Masia
2018). For example, ignorare ‘be unaware’ seems to be more resistant
than approvare ‘approve’:
(7a) * Gianni ignora che Anna abbia vinto il lavoro, ma Anna in effetti non lo ha vinto.
‘Gianni is unaware that Anna has got the job, but actually Anna hasn’t got it.’
(7b) Gianni approva che Anna abbia vinto il lavoro, ma Anna in effetti non lo ha vinto.
‘Gianni approves that Anna has got the job, but actually Anna hasn’t got it.’

More generally speaking, amongst the variables that can affect
presuppositional strength, there is the Topic-Focus articulation (Dahl
1974; Talmy 1978; Lombardi Vallauri 2000; 2009). Many scholars have
pointed out that such articulation packages information, signaling focal
content as more important than topical one (Chafe 1976; Prince 1986;
Vallduví 1993; Lombardi Vallauri 2009). As well as the Topic-Focus
articulation, the Presupposition-Assertion distinction can be regarded
as a way to structure (or package) information, giving more informative prominence to asserted content than to presupposed one (Lombardi
Vallauri 2009; Masia 2017). If presupposed notions are conveyed in
a focal position, this results in giving the addressee contrasting signals and, consequently, in weakening the presuppositional strength
(Lombardi Vallauri 2000; 2009).
Another aspect of the Topic-Focus articulation particularly important for our purposes is that Topics are usually associated with nominals and Foci with verbal constituents. This feature has been high63
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lighted in a long theoretical tradition (cf. among others Sapir 1921: 119,
Hockett 1957: 201, Shibatani 1991: 96, Simone 2006: 5), and confirmed
by corpus-based research (Cresti & Moneglia 2010; Mittmann 2012;
Cavalcante 2015). The existence of a link between nominals and Topics
and between verbs and Foci appears to be supported by neurophysiological data; event-related potential (ERP) measurements revealed higher
processing demands in response to verbal Topics and nominal Foci
(Piciucco et al. 2021).
Another variable that can weaken or strengthen presupposition is
the temporal nature of events. Obviously, future actions have not happened yet; hence, an action settled in the future is not as certain as
an action settled in the past. Accordingly, the tense of the subordinate
clause may weaken or even ‘deactivate’ the presupposition triggered by
the main predicate (Lombardi Vallauri 2009: 28). For example, while
(8a) presupposes the buying of the dress, (8b) not necessarily does:
(8a)

Mila approves that Jane bought that dress.

(8b) Mila approves that Jane will buy that dress.

Finally, given the aim of this paper, it is interesting to note that
nominal triggers like definite descriptions appear to trigger a presupposition that is less easily suspendable than the one that is activated
by more predicative triggers like adverbial clauses (Lombardi Vallauri
2009; Masia et al. 2017). Consider the following sentences (these examples are in Masia et al. 2017).
(9a)

It is not true, that I read Tom’s letter with great pleasure. Actually, Tom never wrote to me.

(9b) It is not true, that when Tom wrote me a letter, I read it with great pleasure. Actually,
Tom never wrote to me.

Example (9a) seems to be less acceptable than (9b); that is, it
appears to be more difficult to block the definite description presupposition than the adverbial clause one.
2.5 Presupposition and persuasion?
The analysis of presupposition triggers is not just a theoretical
endeavor, but it also serves the purpose of broadening our knowledge of
the ‘implicitating’ linguistic strategies, in order to grant to civil society a
greater awareness of possible manipulative attempts. In fact, implicitating strategies, such as presuppositions and topics, have been acknowledged to be helpful in persuading the receiver (Givón 1982; Sbisà 1999;
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Sbisà 2007; Macagno 2015; Lombardi Vallauri 2016a, 2016b, 2019).
Specifically, presuppositions present the content they convey as something of which the addressee is already aware of (Stalnaker 2002).
Already known content has probably already been critically evaluated; hence, re-evaluating it would only mean a loss of time and energy.
This results in a shallow processing of presupposed content (Lombardi
Vallauri 2016a, 2016b, 2019; cf. also the experimental studies carried
out by Tiemann et al. 2011; Schwarz 2015). As a consequence, presuppositions may be profitably exploited to convey debatable notions, with
the purpose of convincing, persuading or deceiving. Similarly, topicalized content is signaled as something that the addressee already knows.
It differs from presupposition in the fact that, while presupposition
instructs the addressee to search for the content it conveys in his LongTerm Memory, a topical encoding indicates that such content is to be
searched in the addressee’s Short-Term Memory (that is, it is something
of which the receiver is thinking right now) (Lombardi Vallauri 2019).
As presuppositions and topics signal the information they convey as
already shared, they result in concealing the responsibility of the speaker in presenting some notions (Lombardi Vallauri 2016a, 2016b, 2019).
While presuppositions and topics conceal the speaker’s commitment, other implicitating strategies are used to conceal part of the content of the message: namely, conversational implicatures, conventional
implicatures3 and vagueness (Machetti 2006, 2011; Voghera 2012;
Lombardi Vallauri 2019). Interestingly, the nominalized presupposition
triggers we are dealing with may also impact on the latter. In fact, the
nominalization of an action provides an effective strategy to understate
the agent of that action, which in nominalized expressions can be more
easily omitted, thus allowing the speaker to hide a participant. For
example:4
(10a) Di fatto, il tentativo di mettere in difficoltà il Partito Comunista Italiano,
presentandolo come isolato in Italia e in Europa nell’opporsi ad una supina accettazione delle
proposte americane, questo tentativo è fallito. [EBER79-A1]
‘In fact, the attempt to put the Italian Communist Party in a difficult
position, by presenting it as isolated in Italy and in Europe in opposing a servile
acceptance of the American proposals, has failed.’

If in (10a) the nominalized form il tentativo di mettere in difficoltà il
PCI ‘the attempt to put the Italian Communist Party in a difficult position’ was framed as a predication, the concealing of the performer of the
attempt would have been more evident, involving an indefinite pronoun
or a quite obvious omission of the subject:
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(10b) Di fatto, qualcuno ha tentato di mettere in difficoltà il PCI, presentandolo come
isolato in Italia e in Europa nell’opporsi ad una supina accettazione delle proposte americane,
ma questo tentativo è fallito.
‘As a matter of fact, someone has attempted to put the Italian Communist Party
in a difficult position, by presenting it as isolated in Italy and in Europe in opposing
a servile acceptance of the American proposals, but this attempt has failed.’
(10c) Di fatto, hanno tentato di mettere in difficoltà il PCI, presentandolo come isolato in
Italia e in Europa nell’opporsi ad una supina accettazione delle proposte americane, ma questo
tentativo è fallito.
‘As a matter of fact, they attempted to put the Italian Communist Party in a
difficult position, by presenting it as isolated in Italy and in Europe in opposing a
servile acceptance of the American proposals, but this attempt has failed.’

3. The noun-verb continuum
Finding its roots in Ross (1972, 1973), a rich line of research has
shown that noun and verb should not be considered as mutually exclusive categories – as in traditional grammar studies – but as ending points
of a continuum (cf. among others, Simone & Pompei 2007; Simone 2003;
Sasse 2001; Gaeta 2002). At one ending point the prototypical noun
stands: nucleus of the category, it is a class-denoting expression (Lyons
1977), it typically refers to physical objects, animals or people (Croft
1991), it is characterized by high referential strength and time-stability
(Givón 1979: 32), it does not have an argument structure.
Moving on the continuum towards the verb ending, we find
‘event nouns’ (Gross & Kiefer 1995), also called ‘action nominals’
(Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1993, 2005): nouns which do not refer to physical
entities but consist in action-denoting expressions. Consider (11):
(11) C’è stata una dimenticanza delle reali condizioni del Paese. [AMOR78-P1]
‘There was a forgetfulness of the real conditions of the country.’

The noun dimenticanza derives from the verb dimenticare ‘to forget’
and gets the meaning of ‘forgetfulness’. In fact, typical event nouns are not
primitive forms, but are the outcome of a process of nominalization which,
from a functional point of view, consists as a grammatical strategy for using
in referential function action-denoting expressions or even fact-denoting
expressions (Hopper & Thompson 1984: 708, 1985: 177; Croft 1991).
Morphologically, the outcome of the process of nominalization may
be proper deverbal nouns, as in (11), or consist in nominal forms of process
verbs, such as masdar in Arabic, gerund in English, and infinitive in many
languages, including Italian (Simone 2005). Consider the following examples:
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(12) Le elezioni europee saranno un po’ come le elezioni italiane: segneranno il crollo dei partiti
tradizionali e l’emergere di tante forze politiche nuove. [LDMA18-T1]
‘European elections will be similar to Italian elections: they will mark the collapse of
traditional parties and the emerging of many new political forces’.

In (12), crollo is a noun derived from the verb crollare ‘to collapse,
to crumble’, from which it takes the meaning ‘collapse’. The second
object of the main predicate segneranno ‘will mark’ is l’emergere ‘the
emerging’, an instance of nominal infinitive.
As may be observed in (12), Italian nominal infinitives get nominal features: they are typically preceded by a determiner (Cominetti &
Piunno 2016) and they express one argument of the verb either as a
direct object or as a prepositional phrase introduced by preposition di:
(13) tante forze politiche nuove emergono ‘many new political forces emerge’ > l’emergere di
tante forze politiche nuove ‘the emerging of many new political forces’.

Deverbal nouns such as crollo inherit the argument structure of the
verb as well:
(14) i partiti crollano ‘parties collapse’ > il crollo dei partiti ‘the collapse of the parties’.

As shown in (13-14), the presence of an argument structure is a
typical feature of event nouns (Grimshaw 1990: 1-2), which they inherit
from the corresponding verb. Nonetheless, as mentioned in §2.5, nominals more easily allow for the omission of some arguments.
In this paper we intend to focus on event nouns (both nouns proper
and nominal infinitives) derived from factives and change of state predicates, to propose that – together with the predicate’s argument structure
– they also keep its presuppositional value.
We will include in our analysis also a few factives which do not serve
as bases for event nouns, but are actually denominal forms. For example,
vergognarsi ‘be ashamed’ is a factive which derives from a noun (vergogna
‘shame’). We suggest that also in such – very rare – cases, the nominal
bases share the same presuppositional value of the derived verbs.
3.1. Nominal infinitives as definite descriptions
Nominalization per se, as a process of reification of events and
facts, involves the loss of the illocutionary force of the utterance which
undergoes the process. Accordingly, if ‘packaged’ in a nominalization,
contents can receive a shallower processing. The connection between
nominalization and presupposition is particularly clear as far as the most
representative trigger of presupposition, the definite description, is con67
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cerned. In fact, in Italian definite descriptions not only often consist in
event nouns, as in (15), but can also be realized as nominal infinitives
preceded by a definite article, as in (16).
(15) La decisione della Lega di interrompere questa esperienza di governo al fine di
tornare urgentemente alle urne elettorali la reputo oggettivamente grave. [GCON19-A1]
‘The decision by the Lega to suspend this government for the purpose of going
urgently to elections, I deem to be very serious’.

In (15) it is the fact of using in a definite description the deverbal
noun decisione which presupposes that such an act took place, while if the
speaker had used the corresponding sentence The Lega decided to suspend
this government, such information would not be presupposed but asserted.
Nominal infinitives can work in a similar way:
(16)

L’affidarsi a frammentarie notizie della lunga vicenda, il pensare che tutto sia stato già udito
e compreso, immaginarci in una sorta di situazione obbligata, in una posizione di partito, in una
ragione di disciplina, l’essere in una esigente corrente di opinione di partito: tutto questo è in
contraddizione, tutto questo è incompatibile con la funzione del giudicare che il nostro ordinamento,
con una scelta che può essere discussa ma non disattesa, ci attribuisce. [AMOR77-A1]
‘Relying on fragmentary reports of the long matter, thinking that everything has
already been heard and understood, imagining ourselves in a kind of obligatory
situation, in a reason for discipline, being in a demanding current of party opinion: all of
this is in contradiction, is incompatible with the function of judging that our legal system
awards to us with a choice that can be discussed but not disregarded’.

In (16) l’affidarsi ‘relying on’, il pensare ‘thinking’, and l’essere
‘being’ are three nominal infinitives preceded by a definite article,5
which presuppose that someone relies on scrappy news of the long
event, thinks that everything has already been heard and understood, is
in a demanding party wing.
As mentioned, formulating content as a definite noun phrase –
through nominalization – instead of as an assertion, may be a strategy
for concealing the responsibility of the speaker on the truth of that content (Lombardi Vallauri 2016a, 2016b, 2019). This is one of the reasons why it is actually theoretically plausible that the presuppositional
strength of nominalized factives and change of state predicates is even
stronger than that of their corresponding verbal counterparts (cf. §5).
4. Data
4.1. The IMPAQTS corpus
A large part of the data presented and analyzed in this paper is
extracted from a section of the IMPAQTS corpus. There are many pros
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connected with the use of examples extracted from real texts (cf., specifically for presupposition, Sbisà 2007). In the case of our study, the use
of real examples allowed us to identify ‘untraditional’ factive and change
of state nominals and predicates. Moreover, as said by Sbisà (2007), in
real texts, it can happen that the same text portion triggers more than
one presupposition, as in the cases where a presupposition embeds
another one (and this is actually what we found, cf. §4.2 and §4.3).
However, while we are submitting this paper, the corpus is still
in progress: therefore, due to its still quite limited extension, we also
resorted to other sources of examples, as we will specify.
Due by the end of 2022, the IMPAQTS corpus will include around
1500 political speeches held by Italian politicians from 1946 (foundation of the Republic) to date, amounting to around 2 million tokens of
transcribed spoken language. In order to be representative of the political discourse of the Italian Republic, the corpus is balanced according to
some variables,6 including the genre of political speech (in a Chamber,
at a meeting, at a press conference, at a party congress…).
The corpus is being pragmatically annotated for implicit contents
(namely presuppositions, conventional and conversational implicatures,
vagueness and topicalization). The annotation is being manually carried
out by three independent annotators per speech, whose three versions
are finally subsumed into a definitive one.
The data included in this paper was extracted from the section of
the corpus currently collected and pragmatically annotated, amounting
to around 250 political speeches and 350,000 tokens. Of each example
we provide the code of the speech it is extracted from. In such codes,
the first four letters refer to the name of the speaker (e.g. SBER = Silvio
Berlusconi), the following numbers refer to the year of utterance (e.g.
77 = 1977, 19 = 2019), and the final letter refers to the genre of the
political discourse, according to the following table:
(Chamber) Assembly

A

Meeting

C

Party congress

P

Broadcasted declaration

T

Face to face declaration

D

New media declaration

N

Table 1. Codes attributed to the different speech genres.
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4.2. Nominal change of state predicates
In this section the possibility of considering certain event nouns as
‘change of state predicates’ will be discussed. This idea originated from
the empirical observation that some event nouns seem to be able to trigger presupposition in the way that change of state verbs do. Namely,
they seem to exactly express a ‘change of state’ and, as a consequence,
to presuppose that a state or process prior to the one that they assert is
or has been the case. Even if it is possible for these nouns to occur with
a support verb (Ježek 2011), there are many cases where they stand
alone, without losing their faculty of presupposing. Examples from the
IMPAQTS corpus are provided below (see Table 2).
Trigger

Example

Presupposed
contents

ripartenza
‘restart’ <
ripartire
‘restart’

The Italian
Ma lo vogliamo dire agli italiani
economy has
che la legge che dovrebbe
assicurare i conti, ma soprattutto stopped.
garantire la ripartenza
economica del nostro paese, la sua
“stabilità” appunto, è stata svilita
e degradata a semplice espediente
dilatorio per farle guadagnare
qualche altro giorno in carica?

Speech
Code
PTAV13-A1

‘Do we want to tell the Italians
that the law that should safeguard
the State accounts, but above all
guarantee the economic restart
of our country, has, in fact, had its
“stability” debased and degraded
as a simple dilatory device to
enable you to gain a few more
days in office?’
crescere ‘growing, E sono anche i nodi, innanzitutto, Unemployment GNAP13-A1
was lower.
growth’ <
di fronte a un angoscioso
crescere ‘grow’
crescere della disoccupazione,
quelli della creazione di lavoro
e della qualità delle occasioni
di lavoro, attorno a cui ruota la
grande questione sociale che ormai
si impone all’ordine del giorno in
Italia e in Europa.
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‘And they are also the cruxes,
first of all, facing a distressing
growth in unemployment, job
creation, and the quality of job
opportunities, around which the
great social questions that are now
the agenda on which Italy and
Europe revolve’.
affermazione
‘affirmation’ <
affermare
‘affirm’

Sicurezza dei cittadini e
affermazione di una giustizia
che abbia risorse e personale
adatti a un moderno stato di
diritto.
‘Safety of citizens and
affirmation of a justice system
that has the resources and
people appropriate for a modern
constitutional state’.

Italian justice
does not have
the resources
and people
appropriate
for a modern
constitutional
state.

SBER08-A1

Italy was not
a respected
country in the
past.

MDAL97-A1

essere giunti ad
essere ‘having
come to be’ <
giungere ad
essere
‘come to be’

Credo che l’essere giunti oggi
ad essere un paese rispettato
in Europa […] è un motivo
di orgoglio per tutti i nostri
concittadini.

creazione
‘creation,
creating’ <
creare ‘create’

BCRA92-C1
E non si capisce bene puntando a Today, the
quale obiettivo, che non sia quello situation is not
murky.
dell’indebolimento del potere
politico, della creazione di una
situazione torbida per potere
pescare nel torbido.

‘I believe that having come to
be a respected country in Europe
today […] is a source of pride for
all our fellow citizens’.

‘And it is not clear what their
objective is, other than that of
weakening political power, of
creating a murky situation in
order to be able to profit’.
costruzione
‘building’ <
costruire ‘build’

La costruzione e la creazione
di un superstato all’interno
dell’Unione Europea non è un
atteggiamento europeista.

GMEL19-D2
There is no
‘super-state’
within the EU.
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‘The building and creation of
a superstate within the European
Union is not a pro-European
attitude’.
The currently BCRA93-A1
existing easily
practicable
ground for
abuses and
distortions
was not in
place when
‘There is no doubt that a too
the exercise of
prolonged exercise of power by
power had not
more or less the same coalitions
belonged to the
of parties has ended up creating same coalition
for them a more easily practicable for such a long
ground for the abuses and
time.
distortions that have occurred’.

creare ‘creating’ Non c’è dubbio che un troppo
< creare ‘create’ prolungato esercizio del potere da
parte delle più o meno medesime
coalizioni di partiti ha finito con
il creare per loro un terreno più
facilmente praticabile per abusi e
distorsioni che si sono verificati.

interruzione
‘suspension’ <
interrompere
‘suspend’

Mi recherò, all’esito, alla fine
del dibattito parlamentare, dal
Presidente della Repubblica
per comunicargli ufficialmente
l’interruzione di questa
esperienza di Governo.

This
GCON19-A1
government
experience is in
place.

‘At the end of the parliamentary
debate, I will go to the President
of the Republic to officially inform
him of the suspension of this
government’.
nascita ‘birth’ < Ma non voglio tornare sulla, sulla There was no
nascere ‘be born’ nascita del Fondo Salva Stati.
ESM.

GMEL19-C2

‘But I don’t want to go back to the
birth of the ESM’.
GMEL20-N1
Before the
utterance time,
the situation,
now classified
by the WHO
‘We are at the beginning of what as a global
the World Health Organization
pandemic, was
classifies as a global pandemic’.
not in place.

inizio ‘beginning’ Noi siamo all’inizio di quella
< iniziare ‘begin’ che l’Organizzazione Mondiale
della Sanità classifica come una
pandemia globale.
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apertura
‘opening,
beginning’ <
aprire ‘open’

Onorevole presidente, onorevoli
colleghi, circa dieci mesi or sono,
prendendo la parola di fronte alla
Camera, io dissi con franchezza
ciò che un ex presidente della
Repubblica definì poi come
l’apertura di quella grande
confessione verso la quale avrebbe
dovuto aprirsi o dovrebbe aprirsi
con tutta la sincerità necessaria
tutto, o gran parte almeno, del
mondo politico.

Before a certain BCRA83-A1
speech given
by the current
speaker, no
process of
confession by
politicians was
in place.

‘Honorable7 President, honorable
colleagues, about ten months ago,
speaking in front of the Chamber,
I said frankly what a former
President of the Republic later
defined as the beginning of that
great confession which all, or at
least most, of the political world
should have made or should make
with all the necessary sincerity’.
scioglimento
‘dissolution’
< sciogliere
‘dissolve’

Lo scioglimento anticipato delle Chambers are
Camere arresterebbe anche le
working right
riforme del codice di procedura
now.
civile, del codice di procedura
penale, oltre che del CSM.

GCON19-A1

‘The early dissolution of
the Chambers would also stop
the reform of the code of civil
procedure, the code of criminal
procedure, as well as the Superior
Council of Judiciary’.
avvio ‘launch’<
avviare ‘launch’

L’effettivo avvio del tavolo
tecnico consentirà di verificare
l’adeguatezza delle modalità di
funzionamento del SINP.

There is no
technical
board.

LDMA18-A1

‘The actual launch of the
technical board will allow for the
verification of the adequacy of the
SINP modes of operation’.
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segneranno il crollo dei partiti The traditional LDMA18-T1
tradizionali e l’emergere di tante parties
forze politiche nuove.
still have a
considerable
‘they will mark the collapse
number of
emergere
of traditional parties and the
electors.
‘emerging’ <
emergere ‘emerge’ emerging of many new political
forces’.
There are not
crollo ‘collapse’
< crollare
‘collapse’

many new
political forces.

distruzione
‘destruction’
< distruggere
‘destroy’
declino ‘decline’
< declinare
‘decline’

E la telefonata è stata: c’è bisogno
di dare un segnale, non è possibile
che si osservi alla distruzione
dell’Europa e al declino
dell’Italia.

Europe was
standing.
Italy was
stronger.

‘And the phone call was: there
is a need to give a signal, it
is not possible to observe the
destruction of Europe and the
decline of Italy’.

spopolamento
‘depopulation’
< spopolare
‘depopulate’

Sono i mali come tutti sanno della In the past,
miseria […] dello spopolamento many people
delle campagne.
lived in the
country.
‘As everyone knows, they
are the evils of misery […]
of the depopulation of the
countryside’.

svilimento
‘debasement’ <
svilire ‘debase’

Circa il metodo, basta
richiamare, in primo luogo,
l’uso assolutamente abnorme dei
decreti legge, con il conseguente
svilimento della funzione del
Parlamento.
‘Regarding the method, it is
sufficient to recall, in the first
place, the absolutely abnormal
use of law decrees, with the
consequent debasement of the
function of Parliament’.
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EBER74-T1

Parliament had EBER80-A1
more power in
the past.
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imbarbarimento
‘barbarization’
< imbarbarire
‘barbarize’

The Nation was PTAV13-A1
Signor Presidente, Onorevoli
not barbarous
Colleghi, si chiude, oggi,
in the past.
impietosamente, una «storia
italiana» segnata dal fallimento
politico, dall’imbarbarimento
morale, etico e civile della Nazione
e da una pesantissima storia
criminale.
‘Mr. President, Honorable
Colleagues, today, mercilessly, an
‘Italian story’ marked by political
failure, the moral, ethical and civil
barbarization of the Nation
and a very heavy criminal history
closes’.

perdita ‘loss’ <
perdere ‘lose’

In tale situazione, questa
presidenza viene concepita anche
come il mezzo attraverso cui la
Democrazia Cristiana tenta di
risolvere le sue difficoltà, quelle
dei suoi interni equilibri e quelle
risultate dalla perdita di forza e
di prestigio come partito guida.

In the past,
EBER83-A1
the Christian
Democrats had
strength and
prestige.

‘In this situation, this presidency
is also conceived as the way by
which the Christian Democrats
attempt to resolve their
difficulties, those of their internal
equilibrium and those resulting
from the loss of strength and
prestige as a leading party’.
ingresso ‘entry’

E, secondariamente, l’ingresso
al governo, per sua volontà,
onorevole Fanfani, di un gruppo
rispettabilissimo – che ella ha
ringraziato per la generosità dei
singoli e dell’insieme – di un
gruppo rispettabilissimo di tecnici
e di competenti.

A very
respectable
group of
experts was
not in the
Government.

GALM87-A1

‘And, secondly, the entry into
the government, by your will,
Honorable Fanfani, of a very
respectable group – which you
thanked for the generosity of the
individual and as a whole – of a
very respectable group of experts’.
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riunificazione
‘reunification’<
riunificare
‘reunificate’

Basti pensare alla Germania, che è Germany was BCRA92-C1
la più grande potenza economica first united and
dell’Europa che si trova alle prese then divided.
con una riunificazione, che
comporta problemi, che pensavano
di poter risolvere in pochi anni
e in questo momento urtano di
fronte a difficoltà grandi, la prima
delle quali sono alcuni milioni di
disoccupati.
‘It is enough to think of Germany,
which is the largest economic
power in Europe that is struggling
with reunification, which
would entail problems which they
thought they could solve in a few
years and yet at this moment they
have run into great difficulties,
the first of which is a few million
unemployed’.

unificazione
‘unification’
< unificare
‘unificate’

A me piace anche questa vostra
idea dell’eurorealismo, cioè l’idea
di guardare all’Unione Europea,
al processo di unificazione
europea non come a qualcosa di,
che va affrontato da un punto vista
ideologico, ma come qualcosa che
va affrontato da un punto di vista
di sano realismo: che cosa non
funziona, che cosa funziona.
‘I also like your idea of 
Eurorealism, that is, the idea
of looking at the European
Union, at a process of European
unification not as something
which must be faced from an
ideological point of view, but as
something that must be faced by
a point of view of healthy realism:
what doesn’t work, what does
work’.
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Europe is not
united (or at
least, it is not
completely
united).
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divisione
‘division’ <
dividere ‘divide’

The Italian
Ora spetta soltanto a noi,
people are
partecipare, non lasciarci
distrarre, anche da una distrazione united.
mediatica che fondamentalmente
ha come obiettivo la divisione del
popolo italiano.

ADBA18-C1

‘Now it is up to us alone, to
participate, to not let ourselves
be distracted, even by a media
distraction that fundamentally
aims at the division of the Italian
people’.
invecchiamento
‘aging’ <
invecchiare ‘age’

abbiamo bisogno anche di una
nuova strategia per affrontare
nuovi mondi del lavoro, nuove
tecnologie e invecchiamento
della popolazione.

The population LDMA18-A1
was not as old
as it is.

‘we also need a new strategy
to address new worlds of work,
new technologies and the aging
population’.
discesa ‘descent’
< discendere
‘descend’

Forse alcuni hanno dimenticato
che la sua [di Berlusconi]
“discesa in campo” ha
avuto soprattutto, per non
dire esclusivamente, ragioni
imprenditoriali

Berlusconi was PTAV13-A1
not in the field.

‘Perhaps some have forgotten
that his [Berlusconi’s] ‘descent
into the field’ was above all, if we
don’t want to say exclusively, for
entrepreneurial reasons’.
autoaffondamento L’autoaffondamento dei vecchi In the past, old SBER94-T1
governanti
rulers were
‘scuttling’ <
afloat.
autoaffondare
‘The scuttling of the old rulers’.
‘scuttle’
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trasformazione
‘transformation’
< trasformare
‘transform’

L’immagine della società italiana – The social body BCRA83-A1
per chi la guarda senza paraocchi was not as it is
today.
e pregiudizi – è l’immagine di
una società che è fortemente
progredita, che ha modificato
livelli e qualità dei consumi e
del modo di vita, che vede una
tumultuosa trasformazione del
corpo sociale
‘The image of Italian society –
for those who look at it without
blinders and prejudices – is the
image of a society that has greatly
advanced, which has changed the
levels and quality of consumption
and the way of life, which has seen
a tumultuous transformation of
the social body’.

recupero
‘recovery’ <
recuperare
‘recover’

Questa valorizzazione deve passare
anche attraverso il recupero
delle nostre più antiche identità
culturali, delle nostre tradizioni
locali, della bellezza dei nostri
borghi, dei piccoli Comuni.
‘This enhancement must also go
through the recovery of our
most ancient cultural identities
of our local traditions, of the
beauty of our villages, of small
municipalities’.

rottura ‘rupture’
< rompere
‘rupture’
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Un grande processo politico era
preconizzato dagli ideologhi,
magistrati e non, della rottura
traumatica, che sui loro giornali
scrivevano: il sistema politico è
la culla più ospitale e al tempo
stesso la più formidabile difesa del
crimine organizzato, della violenza
mafiosa e camorristica, delle
lobbies illegali.

GCON19-A1
We have lost
our oldest
cultural
identities,
our local
traditions, the
beauty of our
villages, small
municipalities.

BCRA93-A1
Before the
mentioned
situation,
there was
continuity with
the past.
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‘A great political process was
predicted by the ideologues,
magistrates or not, of the
traumatic rupture, by writing
in their newspapers: the political
system is the more hospitable
cradle and at the same time
the more formidable defense
of organized crime, mafia and
camorra violence, and of the
illegal lobbies’.
regolazione
‘regulation’ <
regolare ‘regulate’
chiusura ‘closure’
< chiudere ‘close’

Quindi regolazione dei turni di The shifts were GCON20-T1
lavoro, ferie anticipate, chiusura not regulated.
dei reparti non indispensabili.
The non‘So, regulation of work shifts,
essential
early holidays, closure of nondepartments
essential departments’.
were open.

decadenza
Della decadenza dalla carica
‘forfeiture’ <
di Senatore, di un personaggio
decadere ‘forfeit’ [Berlusconi] che il suo
mandato non lo ha mai, neppur
lontanamente, svolto.

Berlusconi was PTAV13-A1
a senator.

‘Of the forfeiture of the
office of Senator, of a character
[Berlusconi] who has never
carried out his mandate, not even
remotely’.
Mi chiedo se sia solo frutto di una That was
continuare
spiccata autoironia il continuare repeated also
‘keeping’ <
continuare ‘keep’ a ripetere che ormai gli incentivi before.
per investire al sud sono uguali o
addirittura maggiori di quelli del
Galles o dell’Irlanda.

SPRE98-A1

‘I wonder if it is only the result of
a strong self-irony, this continuous
repetition8 of the fact that the
incentives to invest in the South
are equal or even greater than
those of Wales or Ireland’.
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rilancio ‘relaunch’ Il Parlamento è il cuore pulsante
di ogni politica di governo, lo
< rilanciare
snodo decisivo per il rilancio e il
‘relaunch’
riscatto della vita democratica.
riscatto
‘Parliament is the beating heart
‘redemption’<
of every government policy, the
riscattare
decisive hub for the relaunch
‘redempt’
and redemption of democratic
life’.

Democratic
MMON11-A1
life has
stopped and is
subjugated.

Table 2. Examples of change of state nouns.

The examples listed in Table 2 are not supposed to be representative of the frequency in the corpus of the various nominal change of
state predicates. They have only the aim of showing that some nouns
are also able to trigger a presupposition of the same kind as the one activated by the corresponding change of state verbs.
As discussed, event nouns do not refer to physical entities but
denote an event (Gross & Kiefer 1995; Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1993, 2005;
Ježek 2016). There is no reason why the event that they express cannot comprehend a ‘change of state’. Hence, they are reasonably able to
presuppose that a state or process prior to the one that they encode is
or has been the case. As mentioned (cf. §2.1 and §2.2), the negation test
is not always effective in verifying the presence of a presupposition, if
the presupposition is triggered by change of state predicate. Therefore,
the other two tests (transformation in interrogative clause and insertion
in ‘if… then’ constructions) will be used to test whether a certain utterance contains a presupposition triggered by a change of state nominal.
Consider the following examples:
(17a) [Le elezioni] segneranno il crollo dei partiti tradizionali e l’emergere di tante forze
politiche nuove. [LDMA18-T1]
‘[The elections] will mark the collapse of traditional parties and the emerging of
many new political forces’.
(17b) Le elezioni segneranno il crollo dei partiti tradizionali e l’emergere di tante forze politiche
nuove?
‘Will the elections mark the collapse of traditional parties and the emerging of many
new political forces?’
(17c) Se le elezioni segneranno il crollo dei partiti tradizionali e l’emergere di tante forze
politiche nuove, (allora) ne avremo tutti da guadagnare.
‘If the elections mark the collapse of traditional parties and the emerging of many
new political forces, (then) we will all gain’.
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In (17a), it is presupposed that the traditional parties still have a
considerable number of electors and that there are not many new political forces. In (17b-c), the presupposed content appears to resist the tests;
namely, it is still presupposed that at the present moment the traditional
parties still have a considerable number of electors and that there are
not many new political forces. So, it is possible to state that the utterance contains a presupposition. Therefore, not only change of state predicates can activate presupposition, but also event nouns which express a
change of state are able to trigger it. In other words, they are ‘change of
state nouns’ (or nominals).
Notably, change of state nouns can be preceded by a definite article, and therefore constitute a definite description, thus triggering a
double presupposition, and namely a ‘nested’ presupposition, where
one presupposition embeds the other one. Such phenomenon provides
an example of the complexity of natural texts noticed by Sbisà (2007).
Specifically, the definite description conveys the presupposition of the
existence of the state/process which the change of state noun refers
to, while the change of state noun triggers the presupposition of being
or having been the case of the state or process prior to the one that
it expresses. In (18), for example, the change of state noun presupposes that the Parliament had more power in the past, while the definite
description presupposes the existence of a debasement of the function of
Parliament.
(18) Circa il metodo, basta richiamare, in primo luogo, l’uso assolutamente abnorme dei decreti
legge, con il conseguente svilimento della funzione del Parlamento. [EBER80-A1]
‘Regarding the method, it is sufficient to recall, in the first place, the absolutely
abnormal use of law decrees, with the consequent debasement of the function of
Parliament’.

It is important to clarify that the presupposition of being or having
been the case of the state/process prior to the one the change of state
noun conveys would remain present even in the absence of the definite
article, as it is the change of state noun which is responsible for the triggering of this presupposition. That can be observed in (18a), obtained
manipulating (18), where the existence of a debasement is not presupposed, but the fact that the Parliament had more power still is:
(18a) Circa il metodo, basta richiamare, in primo luogo, l’uso assolutamente abnorme dei decreti
legge, con un conseguente svilimento della funzione del Parlamento. [EBER80-A1]
‘Regarding the method, it is sufficient to recall, in the first place, the absolutely
abnormal use of law decrees, with a consequent debasement of the function of
Parliament’.
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4.3. Nominal factives
In this section the possibility of considering certain event nouns as
‘factive predicates’ will be discussed. The category of factives – as discussed – has been introduced in the Seventies with reference to English.
To date, a corpus-based list of the most common factives in Italian is not
available. To set a reference for our research on nominal factives, we
will therefore start our discussion providing a list of the factive predicates attested in the corpus. The table also includes some verbs which
may appear as unusual factives, and actually often are not so, but get
a factive interpretation in selected contexts. In such cases, explanatory
examples are provided. For example, the verb accettare ‘accept’ is not a
factive in many contexts, such as in (19a), taken from the web:
(19a) Ho accettato di essere il presidente dell’associazione, ma prima della mia nomina l’associazione
è stata sciolta.
‘I accepted becoming the president of the association, but before my appointment the
association broke up’.

However, the truth of the argument clause is presupposed in examples like (19b), also from the web, where it is presupposed that Europe
leaves Italy alone:
(19b) E dall’altro lato, sappiamo che noi non possiamo accettare un’Europa che lascia sola l’Italia e
che è l’ora di dirlo con chiarezza.
‘And, on the other side, we know that we cannot accept a Europe which leaves Italy
alone, and it is time to say it clearly’.

It is of course maintained that not all the occurrences of any predicate in the corpus should be automatically considered factive.
sapere
‘know’

capire
‘understand’9

ignorare
‘be unaware’

ricordare
‘remember’

testimoniare
‘testify’

dare prova
prendere atto ammettere
‘give evidence’ ‘acknowledge’ ‘admit’

confermare
‘confirm’11

approvare
‘approve’

notare
‘notice’

riconoscere
demonizzare
‘acknowledge, ‘demonize’12
admit’

rivendicare
‘claim’14

denunciare
‘declare’15

certificare
‘certify’

apprezzare
‘appreciate’
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comprendere
‘understand’

accettare
‘accept’10

ringraziare
‘thank’13

essere stanco di essere
‘be tired of’
orgoglioso
‘be proud’

sorprendere
‘surprise’

essere
consapevole
‘be aware’
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essere
cosciente
‘be
conscious’

essere fiero
‘be proud’

accertare
‘ascertain’

stupire
‘surprise’

rendersi
conto
‘realize’

essere un
peccato ‘be
a pity’

dispiacere ‘be essere bizzarro essere giusto
sorry’16
‘be weird’
‘be fair’

essere evidente essere
essere buffo
‘be blatant’
vergognoso ‘be funny’
‘be
shameful’

essere
essere
essere chiaro
sconcertante avvilente ‘be
‘be clair’
‘be
disheartening’
bewildering’

essere certo ‘be essere noto (non) esserci
sure’
‘be known’ dubbio
‘be there
(no)
doubt’17

(non) essere (non) essere un
un caso
mistero ‘(not)
‘(not) be a be a mystery’
chance’
essere
intollerabile
‘be
intolerable’

essere
essere singolare essere grave essere strano
imbarazzante ‘be singular’ ‘be serious’ ‘be strange’
‘be
embarrassing’

preoccupare
stare di fatto
‘be worrying’ ‘be factual’

essere
divertente ‘be
funny’

sgomentare rallegrare
‘astonish’ ‘make
joyful’

Table 3. Factive predicates attested in the corpus.

As shown in §2, factive predicates presuppose the truth of the argument clause typically introduced by the conjunction che. In the following table we are showing some event nouns derived from the factives
included in Table 3 which also seem to be able to trigger presupposition.18 We are also including in the table a few nouns which are not
actually derived from the corresponding verb, but rather provide a base
for the denominal factive verb. As mentioned, from a semantic point of
view the phenomenon is not different.
The nouns corresponding to factives (nouns proper or nominal
infinitives) also take as an argument a clause introduced by the conjunction che or the preposition di, whose content seems to be presupposed.
As we also noticed for change of state nominals, nominal factives may
be preceded by a definite article and therefore constitute a definite
description, thus encoding a double presupposition. In particular, the
definite description presupposes the existence and unicity of the state/
process, and it embeds another presupposition: that the content encoded
by the complement clause is presupposed to be true. As said for change
of state nominals, however, the embedded presupposition does not
depend on the definite description, and would also be triggered if the
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noun was preceded by an indefinite article, provided that the context
does not block the presupposition.19
Trigger

Example

Presupposed
contents

Speech
Code

consapevolezza
‘awareness’ <
essere
consapevole ‘be
aware’

La lista unitaria per l’Europa
parte dalla consapevolezza che
l’Europa si salva se cambia.

Europe will
be saved if it
changes.

NZIN19-P1

The speaker's
party has
distrusted the
Government
since its birth.

EBER80-A1

conferma
‘confirmation’
< confermare
‘confirm’

‘The united list for Europe starts
from the awareness that Europe is
saved if it changes’.
Certo, questo dibattito non può
che concludersi con le dimissioni
del Governo: per quanto riguarda
il nostro partito, questa richiesta
non è soltanto una conferma della
sfiducia che abbiamo espresso verso
il Governo fin dalla sua nascita.
‘Of course, this debate can only
end with the resignation of the
Government: as far as our party is
concerned, this request is not only
a confirmation of the distrust
we have expressed towards the
Government since its birth’.

constatazione
‘observation’
< constatare
‘observe’

testimonianza
‘evidence’ <
testimoniare
‘testify’
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Si tratta della sconcertante
constatazione che l’accusa è
costruita sul vuoto.

The accusation is AMOR77-A1
built on nothing.

‘It is a disconcerting observation
that the accusation is built on
nothing’.
The Government LDMA19-D1
A testimonianza del fatto che
is carefully
stiamo controllando bene tutto
quello che ci arriva come richiesta. checking
everything that
‘As evidence of the fact that we are comes in as a
checking everything that comes in request (every
as a request’.
application they
get).
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ammissione
‘admission’
< ammettere
‘admit’

E io ricordo l’ammissione clamorosa
di un personaggio, dell’ammiraglio
Casardi, l’ammissione che i servizi
segreti erano inquinati dalla P2.

The Secret
PING81-A1
Service was
contaminated by
P2.

‘And I recall the sensational
admission of a person, by admiral
Casardi, the admission that the
Secret Service was contaminated
by P2’.
grazie ‘thanks’ Grazie per aver creduto in un
> ringraziare popolo.
‘to thank’
‘Thanks for believing in a
community’.
certificazione
‘certification’
< certificare
‘to certificate’

The adressees
believed in a
community.

VRAG18-C1

[Il trionfalismo] Cozza solo – piccolo The adressee’s
PCAS08-A1
particolare – con la certificazione Government has
di fallimento del suo governo che non failed.
lo dà l’onorevole Berlusconi,
l’onorevole Fini o il sottoscritto.
‘[Triumphalism] only clashes
– a small detail – with the
certification of the failure of
your government, a certification
that is not provided by Honorable
Berlusconi, Honorable Fini or
myself’.

prova
‘evidence’ >
dare prova
‘provide
evidence’

Siccome agli atti c’è la prova
che ovviamente la presidenza
del Consiglio, da prima ancora
che arrivasse la nave, si attivò
per la redistribuzione, insieme
al Ministero degli Esteri, chi
redistribuisce è buonissimo.

Obviously the
Government,
before the ship
arrived, had
taken action
for (migrant)
redistribution.

GBON20-A1

‘Since there is on record the
evidence that obviously the
Prime Minister, even before the
ship arrived, took action for
redistribution together with the
Foreign Ministry, that whoever
redistributes is very good’.
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coscienza
‘awareness’ <
essere cosciente
‘be aware’

BAND89-A1
Eppure la coscienza che esiste un There is a
national problem
problema nazionale da risolvere
ha determinato governi di natura, to be solved.
di colore diverso nella volontà e
nella capacità di azione, che hanno
permesso di raggiungere obiettivi
simili a quelli che noi ci siamo dati.
‘Still, the awareness that there
is a national problem to be solved
has determined governments of a
different nature, of different colors
in will and capacity for action,
which have made it possible to
achieve goals similar to those we
have set ourselves’.

disapprovazione
‘disapproval’
<
disapprovare
‘disapprove’

Per sottolineare la
disapprovazione della gente alle
scelte, a scelte quali quello vorrebbe
fare il governo, o potrebbe fare il
governo, anche se adesso all’ultimo
minuto pare che si sia un po’
diciamo finge di essere ravveduto.

The Government UBOS00-D1
would like
to make, or
could make,
the mentioned
choices.

‘To underline the people’s
disapproval of the choices, the
choices that the government would
like to make, or the government
could make, even if now at the last
minute it seems to have, let’s say,
pretended to be a little repentant’.
gravità
‘seriousness’
< essere grave
‘be serious’

Una volontà prudente e decisa
a rafforzare il nostro impegno,
a rispondere alla gravità dei
sacrifici che la crisi impone ai
diversi ceti sociali del paese.

The crisis
is imposing
sacrifices.

AMOR77-A1

The speaker did
two auditions.

PTAV17-D1

‘A cautious and resolute willingness
to strengthen our commitment, to
answer to the seriousness of the
sacrifices that the crisis imposes on
the different social classes in the
country’.
dispiacere
‘displeasure’
< dispiacere
‘displease’
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Io ho avuto il dispiacere di fare
due audizioni.
‘I had the displeasure of doing
two auditions’.
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orgoglio ‘pride’
> essere
orgoglioso ‘be
proud’

Riccardo parlava degli insulti: me li
faccio scivolare sopra, anche perché
stamattina ho avuto l’orgoglio
di rappresentare il popolo italiano
a Palermo per ricordare Giovanni
Falcone, gli eroi dell’antimafia,
uomini e donne che sono morti per
il futuro di questo paese, quindi…

The speaker
represented the
Italian people
in Palermo to
remember the
heroes who
fought against
the mafia.

MSAL19-C2

‘Riccardo spoke of the insults:
I shake them off, also because
this morning I had the pride of
representing the Italian people in
Palermo to remember Giovanni
Falcone, the heroes of the antimafia, men and women who died
for the future of this country,
therefore…’
preoccupazione
‘concern’ <
preoccuparsi
‘be worried’

La preoccupazione per i grandi
pericoli insiti nella situazione,
che giungono fino all’eventualità
di un conflitto devastante, per
i costi umani e materiali e per
le imprevedibili conseguenze
politiche.
‘The concern about the great
dangers inherent in the situation,
which lead to the possibility of
a conflict, devastating in costs
both human and material and
for the unpredictable political
consequences’.

sorpresa
‘surprise’ <
sorprendere
‘surprise’

Debbo anche dichiarare infine la
mia sorpresa per questo vostro
comportamento – lo dico con molta
franchezza e bonomia – un po’ da
dilettanti allo sbaraglio.

There are great AOCC90-A1
dangers inherent
in the situation,
which may lead
to the possibility
of a conflict
devastating
for human and
material costs
and for the
unpredictable
political
consequences.
The addressees’
behavior is
as reckless
amateurs.

AOCC90-A1

‘I also have to declare my surprise
at your behavior – I say this very
frankly and cordially – as that of
reckless amateurs’.
Table 4. Examples of factive nominals.

The presuppositional value of nominal factives can be verified
assessing their resistance to the ‘negation test’:
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(20) La lista unitaria per l’Europa parte dalla consapevolezza che l’Europa si salva se cambia.
[NZIN19-P1]
‘The united list for Europe starts from the awareness that Europe will be saved if it
changes’.
(20a) La lista unitaria per l’Europa non parte dalla consapevolezza che l’Europa si salva se
cambia.
‘The united list for Europe does not start from the awareness that Europe will be saved
if it changes’.

In (20), it is presupposed that Europe will be saved if it changes. In
(20a) the presupposed content appears to resist the negation, since it is
still presupposed that Europe will be saved if it changes.
Let us also consider the manipulated example (20b), where the
definite article is changed for an indefinite one:
(20b) La lista unitaria per l’Europa parte da una consapevolezza che l’Europa si salva se
cambia. [NZIN19-P1]
‘The united list for Europe starts from an awareness that Europe will be saved if it
changes’.

Example (20b) is perfectly acceptable and maintains the same presupposition.
As may be seen in the tables, among factives, nominal infinitives
seem to be rarer than event nouns, even if we do not have statistical
data to support this intuition. This may be in part due to the fact that
a consistent part of the factives (cf. Table 3) are adjectival predicates,
and therefore do not tend to derive verbal infinitives, but rather nouns
proper (e.g. gravità ‘seriousness’ < grave ‘serious’).
As for the attested inventory, it may be noticed that some more
nominal factives are plausible and attested in the web, as listed in the
following table. Their absence in the corpus is probably due to their
rareness.
Trigger

Example

Presupposed
contents

accettazione
‘acceptance’ <
accettare ‘accept’

Le sue dimissioni hanno seguito la sua
accettazione di aver fatto errori di
valutazione in materia di sue spese.

He made
evaluation
mistakes.

‘His resignation followed his acceptance
of having made evaluation mistakes
regarding his expenses’.
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evidenza
Chiunque dica che Intel è migliore in tutto There is a valid
‘blatantness’ <
semplicemente nega l’evidenza che c’è un competitor to Intel.
essere evidente ‘be concorrente valido.
blatant’
‘Whoever says that Intel is the best is
simply denying the blatantness that
there is a valid competitor’.
certezza
‘certainty’ <
essere certo ‘be
certain’

Quando riesco a far sorridere un bambino The writer
ho la certezza di aver elevato il livello di improved the
gioia nel mondo intero.
entire world’s
happiness level.20
‘When I succeed in making a child smile, I
have the certainty that I have improved
the entire world’s happiness level’.

fierezza ‘pride’
< essere fiero ‘be
proud’

La fierezza di aver trasmesso il senso di
assoluta parità tra uomo e donna.

comprensione
‘understanding’
< comprendere
‘understand’

3 giorni fa....comprensione di aver
buttato via 8 anni della MIA vita per un
uomo immaturo ed egoista

sconcerto
‘bewilderment’
< sconcertare
‘bewilder’

Vi prego, ascoltate tale Fabio Tuiach che
He realized that
farfuglia frasi indistinte per lo sconcerto Jesus was a Jew.
di aver realizzato che Gesu era ebreo.

The writer
transmitted the
sense of absolute
‘The pride of having transmitted the sense equality between
of absolute equality between man and
men and women.
woman’.
The writer has
wasted 8 years of
her life

‘3 days ago… understanding of having
wasted 8 years of MY life for an immature
and selfish man’

‘Please, listen to this Fabio Tuiach
who mumbles indistinct phrases out of
bewilderment of having realized that
Jesus was a Jew’.

sgomento ‘dismay’ Adesso si è ritirata in camera, senza
< sgomentare
dubbio per lo sgomento di aver assistito
‘dismay’
a una scena tanto licenziosa.

She witnessed a
very licentious
scene.

‘Now she has retired to her room, no doubt
in dismay at having witnessed such a
licentious scene’.
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avvilimento
‘dejection’ <
avvilire ‘deject’

Certamente rimane l’avvilimento
di aver assistito a un’assemblea dove
l’ambizione personale e l’opportunismo di
alcuni consiglieri hanno travalicato ogni
ragionevole limite mettendo in secondo
piano gli interessi della Federazione.
‘Certainly, it remains the dejection
of having attended an assembly where
the personal ambition and opportunism
of some councilors have overcome any
reasonable limits, putting the interests of
the Federation in the background’.

vergogna ‘shame’
> vergognarsi ‘be
ashamed’

The writer has
attended an
assembly where
the personal
ambition and
opportunism of
some councilors
have overcome any
reasonable limits.

A noi spetta la vergogna di aver sprecato We have wasted
un patrimonio culturale immenso,
a huge cultural
di averlo lasciato inaridire, di averlo
heritage.
disperso.
‘We are entitled to the shame of having
wasted a huge cultural heritage, of having
let it wither, of having dissipated it’.

stupore
I Seminaristi, infatti, sono riusciti a
‘astonishment’ < trasmettere ai loro coetanei lo stupore di
stupire ‘astonish’ aver incontrato Cristo che ha cambiato la
loro vita.

The seminarists
met Christ.

‘Indeed, Seminarists managed to convey to
their peers the astonishment of having
met Christ, who changed their life’.
approvazione
‘approval’
< approvare
‘approve’

Un’analisi della Quaeris di Treviso
conferma, è stato detto, l’approvazione
della gente per l’utilizzo dei volontari per
la sicurezza, ai quali per la prima volta in
Italia vengono date regole.
‘An analysis by Quaeris from Treviso
confirms, it was said, the approval by
the people for the use of volunteers for
security, to whom rules are given for the
first time in Italy’.
Table 5. Factive nominals attested in the web.
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5. Comparing nominal triggers with verbal ones
5.1 Describing nominal triggers
As said before (cf. §2.4) presupposition does not appear to be a
categorical phenomenon, as there is a plurality of factors that can modulate its strength. In this section, nominal presupposition triggers will be
compared with verbal ones in order to evaluate their presuppositional
strength.
At first glance, presuppositions activated by nominal and verbal
triggers seem to be contradicted in the same contexts, both for change of
state triggers and factive triggers, with no notable differences between
nominal and verbal activators:
(21a) *Si chiude, oggi, una «storia italiana» segnata dall’imbarbarimento della Nazione, ma la
Nazione era già barbara.
*Today, an ‘Italian story’ marked by the barbarization of the Nation closes, but the
Nation was barbarous already.
(21b) *Si chiude oggi una storia italiana in cui la Nazione si è imbarbarita, ma la Nazione era
già barbara.
*Today, an ‘Italian story’ where the Nation barbarized closes, but the Nation was
barbarous already.
(22a) *La lista unitaria per l’Europa parte dalla consapevolezza che l’Europa si salva se cambia,
ma l’Europa si può salvare anche se non cambia.
*The united list for Europe starts from the awareness that Europe is saved if it changes,
but Europe can also be saved if it does not change.
(22b) *La lista unitaria per l’Europa indica che siamo consapevoli che l’Europa si salva se
cambia, ma l’Europa si può salvare anche se non cambia.
*The united list for Europe shows that we are aware that Europe is saved if it changes,
but Europe can also be saved if it does not change.

This is generally true for the contexts where both nominal and
verbal triggers can easily appear. However, as mentioned in §2.4,
one of the factors which can influence the modulation of presupposition strength is the Topic-Focus articulation (Dahl 1974; Talmy
1978; Lombardi Vallauri 2000; 2009). In fact, as both Topic-Focus and
Presupposition-Assertion distinctions structure the utterance in terms of
informational prominence (Lombardi Vallauri 2009), a focal presupposition gives the addressee a contradictory instruction. On the one hand,
Focus asks him to pay attention to the content it conveys; on the other
hand, Presupposition asks him to consider that content as marginal. This
results in a weakening of the presuppositional strength. As mentioned
in §2.4, a long theoretical tradition, corpus studies and neurophysi91
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ological investigation have shown a bond between nouns and Topics and
between verbs and Foci. Hence, if it is true that a focal position weakens
the presupposition and that Topics are typically represented by nominals, then it is reasonable to hypothesize that topical factive and change
of state nominals are stronger triggers than verbal ones. In fact, some of
the corpus examples including a change of state or factive nominal cannot easily be manipulated to provide a verbal counterpart, since the topical role of the nominal cannot be performed by full-fledged verb forms:
(23) La costruzione e la creazione di un superstato all’interno dell’Unione Europea non è un
atteggiamento europeista.
‘The construction and creation of a superstate within the European Union is not a
pro-European attitude.’
(24) Eppure la coscienza che esiste un problema nazionale da risolvere ha determinato governi
di natura, di colore diverso nella volontà e nella capacità di azione, che hanno permesso di
raggiungere obiettivi simili a quelli che noi ci siamo dati.
‘Still, the awareness that there is a national problem to be solved has determined
governments different in their willingness and capacity of action, which allowed to
achieve goals similar to those that we have set.’

In such cases, the fact that the change of state or factive trigger
appears as a Topic seems to enhance the presupposition strength.
Also, as shown, nominal triggers allow the existence of double
presuppositions, where a definite description – consisting in a factive
or change of state nominal preceded by a definite determiner – takes a
complement clause as an argument. The definite description triggers the
presupposition of existence and unicity of the state/process expressed
by the nominal, while the factive/change of state semantics of the nominal triggers the presupposition of truth of the argument. For example,
in (25a) it is presupposed that: (i) the government would like to make
some choices; (ii) there is a people’s disapproval of such choices:
(25a) Per sottolineare la disapprovazione della gente alle scelte, a scelte quali quello vorrebbe
fare il governo, o potrebbe fare il governo.
‘To underline the people’s disapproval of the choices, the choices that the government
would like to make, or the government could make.’

However, in a verbal counterpart, only the complement clause is
presupposed, but not that people disapprove it:
(25b) Per sottolineare che la gente disapprova le scelte, scelte quali quello vorrebbe fare il governo,
o potrebbe fare il governo.
‘To underline that people disapprove the choices, the choices that the government
would like to make, or the government could make.’
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On the contrary, some other features typical of nominals may
muffle the presupposition strength. For instance, as mentioned in §3,
nouns are characterized by a greater time-stability than verbs, and they
typically tend to be less sensitive to temporal and aspectual information
(Givón 1979: 32, Du Bois 1980: 208). For example, a noun like costruzione can refer either to an ongoing action (as in 26a) or to a finished one
(as in 26b):
(26a) È in corso la costruzione di un superstato all’interno dell’Unione Europea.
‘The building of a superstate within the European Union is ongoing.’
(26b) È ormai conclusa la costruzione di un superstato all’interno dell’Unione Europea.
‘The building of a superstate within the European Union is now finished.’

As a consequence, nouns cannot explicitly convey the information that the action is set in the past, which is one of the factors more
relevant to enhance the presupposition strength (cf. Lombardi Vallauri
2009: 40). Let us consider the following examples:
(27a) *È stato costruito un superstato all’interno dell’UE, e questo non è un atteggiamento
europeista, ma il superstato c’era già prima.
* ‘A superstate was built within the European Union, and this is not a pro-European
attitude, but the superstate was already there before.’
(27b) La costruzione di un superstato all’interno dell’Unione Europea non è un atteggiamento
europeista, ma il superstato c’è già ora.
‘The building of a superstate within the European Union is not a pro-European attitude,
but the superstate now is already there.’

In (27a), the blocking of the presupposition results in oddity, if not
just in unacceptability, while (27b) is more acceptable because the first
part of the sentence may be interpreted as an abstract evaluation, independent from the actual situation, and thus not in contradiction with the
coordinated clause.
5.2. Presuppositional strength
In this last paragraph, we will discuss the effects of change of state
and factive nominals on the persuasive potential of the presupposition
they trigger. As said (cf. §2.5), presuppositions can help the speaker
persuade his receiver, suggesting that the content they convey does not
deserve a deep and critical evaluation. Given the bond between nouns
and Topics (cf. §2.4), change of state and factive nominals are supposed to be more frequently in a Topic position than their corresponding verbal triggers. In the case of a topical presupposition, there are two
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signals (the presupposition and the topic) that instruct the addressee to
shallowly process the content it encodes, resulting in an increase of the
persuasive potential. Furthermore, since a nominal argument appears to
be more easily omittable than a verbal one, nominalizations allow the
understatement of the agent (cf. §2.5). In this way, they can be more
effective than the corresponding verbal triggers in hiding a participant,
which results, again, in an enhancement of the persuasive potential
of a presupposition activated by change of state and factive nominals.
Finally, presuppositions triggered by change of state and factive nominals can be embedded in an existence presupposition (cf. §4), with the
plausible outcome of amplifying their persuasive potential.
Of course, when all these factors (presupposition in topic, hiding of
a participant, embedding in an existence presupposition) happen to be
simultaneously in place, the strength of the change of state and factive
nominals triggered presupposition can be supposed to be considerably
higher than the strength of change of state and factive predicates triggered presupposition. We have no prediction on whether the presence of
only two factors (or only one factor) is sufficient in making the strength
of a nominal triggered presupposition considerably higher than that of
the corresponding verb triggered presupposition, also considering that
the typical time-stability of nominals can muffle the role of temporal
information in enhancing the presupposition strength (cf. §5.1).
6. Conclusions
This paper aims at verifying that nominals corresponding to change
of state predicates and factive predicates are able to trigger presupposition, and discusses the hypothesis that presuppositions can be strengthened in nominals with respect to corresponding verbs. In order to do
that, we collected various examples from the currently available section
of the IMPAQTS corpus, plus more collected from the web. The examples showed that, not differently from their bases, the deverbal nominals
appear to convey presupposition. Namely, deverbal nominals originated
from change of state predicates presuppose that a state or process prior
to the one that they assert is or has been the case, while nominals corresponding to factives presuppose the truth of the clause they take as an
argument.
The use of these kinds of nominals to trigger presupposition does
not seem to be a marginal phenomenon. Even if this paper does not aim
to quantify their presence in a corpus, these nominal triggers seem to be
quite frequent. Possibly, the choice to trigger presupposition by means
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of a verb or a noun is motivated by the intention to ‘package’ the meaning in a particular way (Simone & Pompei 2007). It could be that the
speaker selects either one or the other ‘semantic format’ to encode precise semantic coefficients, e.g. he or she selects a noun to express time
stability (Givón 1979: 32). Also, nominal infinitives seem to be particularly effective in concealing the agent, which may be useful in persuasive discourse to the purpose of saving one’s face. Moreover, presuppositions which are triggered by change of state and factive nominals appear
to be frequently in a topic position and can happen to be embedded in
an existence presupposition, thus producing a double presupposition.
The sum of all these circumstances probably enhances the presupposition strength and, as a consequence, can also lead to an enhancement of
the persuasive value.
7. Further lines of research
Quantifying the use of these nominal triggers is needed. It would
be very interesting to compare their frequency with that of traditional
verbal triggers in a corpus. In particular, both comparing the frequency
of a certain deverbal nominal with its verbal base and the total number of deverbal triggers with that of traditional verbal triggers would
be worthwhile. Furthermore, investigating whether there is a relation
between frequency of deverbal nominal triggers, linguistic register and
genres might produce good results; e.g., more formal texts might show a
greater amount of these deverbal nominal triggers.
Moreover, experimental studies could be undertaken to test the
hypothesis that nominal triggers activate stronger and more persuasive
presuppositions than their bases. Indeed, many scholars acknowledged
that experimental works can confirm or disconfirm theoretical proposals (Noveck & Sperber 2004; Noveck 2018; Domaneschi 2016; Schwarz
2017). Experimental data show that people pay less attention to presupposed contents than to asserted ones (Tiemann et al. 2011; Schwarz
2015). It could be hypothesized that the stronger the presupposition, the
lower the attention people will pay to the contents it conveys. Therefore,
it could be tested whether presuppositions which are triggered by
change of state and factive nominals receive lower attention than those
which are triggered by the corresponding change of state and factive
predicates. If this is the case, an encoding through a presupposition
which is triggered by a change of state or factive nominal could be more
profitably used to convey debatable notions than an encoding through a
presupposition which is triggered by a change of state or factive predi95
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cate. We have also hypothesized that when a factive or change of state
nominal triggered presupposition is in topic, hides a participant and is
embedded in an existence presupposition, it is appreciably stronger than
the corresponding verbal triggered presupposition. Experimental studies
could be used for substantiating this hypothesis and for inquiring what
happens when only some of these factors are in place.
Furthermore, experimental studies can be carried out to assess
whether an encoding by means of a nominal triggered presupposition
has a stronger effect on the receiver’s beliefs. Loftus (1975) showed that
people believe to be true false notions which were encoded by means
of a presupposition. It can be investigated whether people believe the
notions which were conveyed by nominal triggered presuppositions to
be true to a greater extent than those which were conveyed by verbal
triggered presuppositions.

Notes
The authors conceived and discussed together all the content of this paper. In formal terms, Federica Cominetti is responsible for Sections 3, 4.1, 4.3, 5.1 and 6; Giulia
Giunta is responsible for Sections 2, 4.2, 5.2 and 7. The Introduction has been written
by both authors.
2
The examples are in Abusch (2002). The second one was originally in Chierchia
& McConnell-Ginet (1990).
3
We cannot recall here the large literature on implicatures, from Grice (1967) on.
A rich bibliography can be found in Sbisà (2007).
4
From this point on, authentic corpus examples are provided. Details on the corpus and on the examples coding system are provided in §4.
5
The example contains a fourth instance of nominal infinitive, which does not provide a definite description, not being preceded by a definite determiner.
6
Such variables are not relevant in this paper, both because the corpus is still
ongoing – and accordingly not yet balanced – and because we are not providing any
statistical analysis. For further information see <www.impaqts.it> and Cominetti et
al. submitted.
7
Here and in some following examples, onorevole (‘honorable’) is the title given to
the members of Parliament.
8
Literally ‘the keeping repeating that…’.
9
Io capisco che il governo Monti, da parte del PdL, sia appoggiato sulle questioni economiche – non lo condivido ma lo capisco – ma il resto cosa c’entra? [RCAS12-A1]
‘I understand that the Monti government is supported by PdL on economic matters
– I do not approve of it but I understand it – but what does the rest matter?’
10
Segno questo, si dice, della nostra arroganza, della nostra incapacità di accettare,
comunque, un’accusa ed una sconfitta. [AMOR77-A1]
‘A sign, they say, of our arrogance, our inability to accept, in anyway, an accusation
and a defeat.’
11
Non ci sono state, infatti, o comunque non ci sono indicazioni di vittime civili, né di
significativi danni collaterali e questo conferma che si è trattato di una risposta circo1
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scritta, indirizzata, come sapete, a tre installazioni di potenziale fabbricazione di armamenti chimici. [PGEN18-A1]
‘In fact, there have not been, or anyway there are no reports of civil victims, or of
significant collateral damage, and this confirms that it was a circumscribed answer,
addressed, as you know, to three installations of potential production of chemical
weapons.’
12
E non credo che si possa demonizzare una protesta che cresce nella pubblica opinione e che in alcune zone raggiunge ormai livelli tali da delegittimare sostanzialmente
quello che è l’apparato istituzionale e costituzionale di questa Repubblica. [GFIN92-A1]
‘And I don’t think that it is possible to demonize a protest that grows in the public
opinion and that in some areas reaches such levels so as to substantially delegitimize
the institutional and constitutional apparatus of this Republic.’
13
Signor presidente Gentiloni, la ringrazio per il tono che lei ha utilizzato in quest’aula
e il suo fair play. [RBRU16-A1]
‘Mr. President Gentiloni, I thank you for the tone you have used in this Chamber
and for your fairplay.’
14
Il mondo è cambiato e allora noi siamo cambiati assieme al mondo, adattandoci ai
nuovi contesti e ora siamo diventati grandi e vogliamo rivendicare il diritto a guidare il
cambiamento di cui il paese ha bisogno. [LDMA18-C1]
‘The world has changed and so have we changed together with the world, adapting
to new contexts and now we have grown up and we want to claim the right to lead
the change that the Country needs.’
15
Ebbene, dopo oltre due settimane di inutili polemiche, il supercommissario De Gennaro
denuncia la sua impotenza di fronte alla più grande montagna di rifiuti di tutta la storia
dell’umanità: un milione di tonnellate! [RMAR08-A1]
‘Well, after two weeks of useless debate, the super-commissioner De Gennaro
declares his helplessness in facing the biggest mountain of waste in all the history
of humanity: a million tons!’
16
In Italian the verb dispiacere ‘be sorry’ takes the Theme as subject and the (nonobligatory) Experient as indirect object, as in the example: E dispiace che la maggioranza non se ne renda conto. [AOCC92-A1]
‘And there is sorrow that the majority does not realize it’.
17
L’attenzione dell’Unione Sovietica nei confronti dell’Europa si è dispiegata nell’ultimo
periodo con particolare intensità, ma non c’è dubbio che sia il rapporto con l’altra
superpotenza a rivestire pur sempre l’aspetto primario. [FPIC81-A1]
‘The attention of the Soviet Union towards Europe has lately unfolded with particular
intensity, but there is no doubt that it still is the relationship with the other superpower to play the primary role.’
18
Notably, also one instance of factive nominalization which does not appear as
a verb in the corpus is listed in Table 4: it is the case of disapprovazione. The corresponding verb disapprovare, a factive indeed, is in fact not attested in the corpus.
19
For example, the presupposition would be blocked if the actual occurrence of the
state or process the nominalization refers to is not part of what is explicitly stated or
is not entailed by what is explicitly stated. We thank an anonymous reviewer for this
remark.
20
An anonymous reviewer pointed out that the presupposed content would actually
be ‘I improved the entire world’s happiness level by making a child smile’. However,
we think that the nominal trigger certezza only activates the presupposition that ‘I
improved the entire world’s happiness level’. That ‘I make children smile’ is also
presupposed in the example, but by a subordinate clause, not by the nominal factive
trigger we are discussing.
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